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ABSTRACT

r1►nmonia has been detected in the circumstellar envelope of IRC +10216

by means of 3 infrared abso:pcion lines in the v1, band around 950 cm .

The lines are fully resolved at a resolution of 0.22 km/sec and Indicate

that most of the circucnstellar gas is accelerated to expansion velocities

around 14 km/sec within it 	 stellar radii. The NH 3 prof H t • s indicate

it rotational temperature between 400 and 700 R. an H. Y density between

10 8 Cm- 3 and 10 10 " m-3 , and an NH
3
 column density of 10 17 cm- `^. 'l'he 11;

density indicates that tht- mass of the rircumstellar envelope within a

1 ares p -adius is ti0.1 solar m,lsses.
Nlt► -11979

NH3 IN 111C 'PEAS 10216
NASA-cR-157921)	 1E p HC A02/MF A01
(California Ut[i v •)	 CSCL 031'	 OncIas

63/90 3095  441 `
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1.	 Introduction

Bet'at ► .4e IK ► ' +I W 111 1 t t: 1111me t'xtimlllt' of .1 ,'arh,'n sta y unit rgrlil';

extensive 111.1-4 .4 hiss. .1 000,1 at-ill of observilttollal and theoret ical study

hari tit-ell devott • d toward 1111,1cl- stan.iijIg tlit' wtrut'turt' :Ind 11VII.1111t,'s tit it:1

,Art'umotvIlar enveIope (Norrls. 1975; Kwul and it111. 1477). 	 me tmpor -

t.W.1{4 1 t i t 111olet'111.11 spet'tt't'ttt'op y ill Stich 11 St %141v is obviolls in that Ihl.

y 1 "1`es of s pectral lines 111'4' kitret't tlittiC.1tOrs of dvltllmtl':11 .1 r i %.itv.

l i p to now t he hest y o lot • I  v rr• saltit 1011 hat: heen lit 1'.1,110 t t'ryut'ttt • lVS. and

VOtIliidet'lihle evitL. lief . till 111.1 11-, Ios:1 Ills ,'. 1111!' t rtlm ob.4erV:lt toils i11 1 tIis

. 4 p o 't I ill Ye toll.	 ilowever. tilt` angular Ye':oltlt loll of sin g}! • radio ti , it'

st. ipr-4 is t'1lrrent lv tllsuffic tent to re-4olve thc • StIU tort' within ttlt, '1

ar,'111i11 molt':itIitr onveIope; all, i ,'onst',itiviitIv. tilt` Iilh' oroti I C.L4 :ITt' tih-

served to lit' x3u km/set' wide. I+inov the y V111VOmpahtl molvellIv ., over tilt` till I

ralige of projected vxpaiisl'll voloc it it`s. A more setlsit l ive probe of i olvc

ul.tr density anti radial velortt y variations in flit' cXp.nldll,g envelope

woo IJ ht' eXpet'tt`d t 1'0111 ohst'1"V:It {tills of tilt I ' 11 , 'd 1llisorpt it'll I inns aga111tiI

t ht , f-t'int I y el y small I	 1 I gil s,	 t't'lit 1':11 01 1 111 11111!1111 sollt'CV.	 The :Ibsot'1't i,lll

lint► profiles are tilt luellrt,,I , ,nlv by nlolrt'ult-S .11"lig the i tile-ot -rit;llt

toward tIit , contra} --oiil,'c•. an,i that; Iht'v great Iv shill'Ilt y tilt' lilt erl'rt't.I-

t fain of the Vt • lot'It y Structlll'(,.

I'll,` int rodtict ton of hot erotivnt , s}'t't't t'ost'op y to t ht' tilt rart'.I slow

allows these absorption ltnc • -1 to he mu 't'ed :It it velocit y resoi tit ltin

pt wiuusl y ohtalmOle oniv at radio treyuen, • ics. 	 'I'lli rl Inner report t. the

initial applirltlon of :hk techni,iue to tltvllar :pvctro:lropy with tilt,

detect ton of :Inlnwiltll in tilt , L lrt'llnultt,ILit* t'Mt'lopt' of IK, +1021( , .	 I'll t'tr

trallsittolls 01	 Nlil to tilt • v^ rot at ton-vtht-nttoti Italia atomid `1511 cm I

have kern 1bsvrvv,l. 	 Althouq:h nnun,`nla has 11 well ::tu,licd Int't'tiw.lve invol.

t

k

si g n :ape:trum near '.4 Gliz and is freytlently tollild in interstellar clouds.
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it has so far escaped detection in stellar sources. The significance of

its detection in IRC +10216 lies not only in adding one more molecule

to the list, but especially in that ammonia by itself can provide a

unique probe for many parameters of interest in the study of mass loss
I

effects.
t

II. Observations

The observations were made on a number of nights in 1978 June with

the McMath Solar Telescope of Kitt Peak National Observatory*. The int-

tial detections were obtained with a 81 cm :auxiliary solar telescope and

improved upon a week later with the main 1.5 m telescope. At frequencies

around ;70 cm 1 , the beam widths are only slightly larger than the dif-

fraction-limited sizes of 3.2 aresec for the smaller telescope and 1.7

aresec for the larger. The heterodyne receiver employs a FigCdTe photo-

diode mixer and a CO 2 laser local oscillator and is much the same as

described by Betz et al. (1977). However, a new 64 channel filter bank

of 20 MHz filters now extends the velocity coverage to a width of 1-14 km /sec.

The system sensitivity with chopping and telescope losses is measured in

each channel to be 1.0 x 10 -15W for a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 after

a 1 sec integration. Because the laser oscillates on only discrete rota-
	 i

tion-vibration transitions of CO 2 and because only a limited intermediate

frequency bandwidth of 1-1500 MHz is available from the mixer, only Doppler-

sh'.fted transitions of 
NE  

in fairly close coincidence with available

laser lines may be observed (Hillman et al. 1977).

*Kitt Peak National Observatory is operated by the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the

National Science Foundat'.on.

r
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In l lit.' KO M,b, the le art ivul.tr lines  which were searched for were tilt,

.11c(1,11, Q(2,0, aQ(h,t•l, and at l (h,41 transitions of 14 NU111 the v.,

rotation-vibration band around Q%O em l .	 Flhui r l 111"Si tat es t tee Oh-

served prof iles for t he fi rst t hree l int's.	 The center ve l oc it% ot each

WK kmAee channel tee accurate to 'O.O N km sec. The at!(h,41 line at

93:.n1%8 rte -1 WAS not detected to an equivalent width limit of	 19 ecnl-1

in .e bandwidth equal to that of the obscrved linen. The hvl e ert ine com-

14`n-nts of amtttonia are not resolvable in these spectra And would not be

dt ecernihle at higher rvoolut teen, since the Poppler widths of the ineti-

vidnal comp onents are ver y much lat her than Hw hvpvrtine splittings.

To assure the correct	 Ident ification of these lines,  each fea ture

was observed on several oc'c'asions over the course o! lh da y s. flanges ill

the orbital velocit y of the Earth caused a treeluencv shiit of t l channel

. n I

	 per clay for the line position, whi ch confirmed  t hat the lines occurred in

the correct sidehand for ammonia. To insure that no parts of the wings

of the NN t lines are folded over from the opposite intrared sideband

after mixing, all the line centers were ot , served at ht.,h intermedlatr

frequencies 1400 Mr.	 It is important to emphasize that there are no

baseline tttctilllarities In these spectra of the tvpe which co mmo nly

plague microwave line reeeivets.	 Me technical explanation cannot

be' given  here.	 The continuum a oat r ibllt ion t rom tile• opposite K i ra-

red  y ideband is assumed to he uniform and has been caretnl lv mras"ied

I and removed in these slugle-sidehand spectra. The conversion gains A

I the two siaNanda are mown to he rental to within `0.5% from lahoratoty

mvisut't,ment s.	 thus, ap.lrt t rom the noise level, the shapes of the

resolved, but inc ""plcte, leaturvs are real.	 :Around the ate(: ,.1 and

atf(b,h) line trequvnctes, which .Ile' both I" coinc idence with 
l 1 10

l	 0,

 -_ -`	 -	 --	 — -	 - 1_^ tie ^^^ -- ---—..^^

is

1
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laser lines, lunar spectra show only a flat continuum lev

11

f'
r

_r

spectral features from the terrestrial atmosphere. The aR(l,l) frequency,

however, is 1440 MHz below the R(14) line of 
12C1602 

(the laser line).

Absorption from the wide pressure-broadened wings of terrestrial CO 2 in

2 airmasses produces a smooth 50% change in atmospheric transmission

across the aR(1,1) spectrum. For this line only, a fully resolved

calibration spectrum of the Moon was used to normalize the NH 3 data

from IRC +10216. Because of increased atmospheric attenuation and a shorter

integration time, the noise level on this line is higher. Finally, there

is some evidence that the rather narrow features marked A, B, and C may

all be real. However, any confirmations will require further observations.

III. Analysis

A) H2 Density and Rotational Temperature.

The spectroscopy of ammonia is sufficiently complex that the

population of rotational levels will probably not follow a simple thermal

distribution in a ci.rcumstellar environment. Not only is gas closer to

the central star likely to be hotter, denser, and in a stronger radiation

field than that further away, but the effectiveness of collisions in

thermalizing the energy levels diminishes rapidly at larger radial dis-

tances. Consequently, Pbsorption lines from rotational levels requiring

a high level of excitation may be formed at locations quite different

from those where the low energy-level lines are produced. A thoroughly

quantitative determination of temperature, density, and NH 3 abundance as

a function of radial distance can only be obtained from a careful analysis

of resolved line profiles in combination with a refined model of mass (11s-

tribution in the circumstellar envelope. On the other hand, a reasonable

j	 7

^	 li

1

I	 {^

:I
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start toward estimating these quart it ion+ can be made from the less
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ambitious approach taken there.

At low li., densit y @s, P 	 ur►ly the metastable rotational

levels (J-K) will be populated as their radiative lifetimes are ''-10 see

(Oka et al. 1971). The non -metastable levels ( J > K) of ammonia can decay

via allowed (AJ--1, AK-0) transitions in times of 100 sec or less. If

radiative trapping; is unimportant, the populations of metastable levels

will then assume a non-Holtznlann distribution, and a unique rotational

temperature will not be derivable. As the H., density is increased from

this limit, more of the nun-metastable level:: call 	 populated via col-

lisions; and at densities 10 1U cm- i the populations of levels up to

about .1-6 will all assume a roughly thermal distribution. At inter-

mediate densities, 10 ... .0H <10 cm- ^, only soma of the low energy non-

metastable levels such as (2,1) and (3,') will be collisionall y populated,

which will bring the population ratios between the metastable levels

closer to the thermal limit.

For IRC +1016, a reasonable upper limit for the hydrogen density

near the atemonia call 	 derived from the non-detection of the aQ(6,4)

tranaition. The radiative lifetime of the (6,4) rotational level is

about 1 sec, after which it decays via an 119 cm -I photon to the (S.4)

level. Since the aQ(6,6) transition was easily detected, and the exci-

tation energy of the (6,4) level is only 25% higher, collisions must not

be frequent enough to maintain any significant population in the (6.4)

level. A collisional cross section of ti10-15cm for H,, on NH.; and a

kinetic temperature of 500 K (justified later) then implies that pH

10 Cm
3
, if radiative trapping at 119 rm -1 can be ignorcd. A lower

bound on the H,, densit y may be computed indirectly from infrared

I
u
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tie • tsurements of the CO colu ►mi density, if it may be assumed that the NH.j

i
lies at or within the radius of the CO distribution. A C61H 2 abundance

-2
ratio of ti10-3 , a CO column density of 10 20 cm - , and a radial distribu-

tion over 1 10 15cm then set a lower limit on the 112 density of 
uHI)
 >108cm-3

	

i	 (Barnes et al. 1977). Conseq ,lently, most of the NH 3 is expec [ ed ' to be

observed at intermediate densities: 108cm
-3

<0 H
 <10 cm-3 . Actually. a
2

slightly better estimate of the H 2 density can be obtained by comparing

the relative intensities of the 3 observed lines.

Of the 3 line profiles of Figure 1, the most notable difference is

between the aQ(2,2) and aQ(6,6) lineshapes. Although the aQ(6,6) is

stronger than the aQ(2,2) in both the low and high fre.,uency wings, it

is weaker at line center. The aR(1,1) and aQ(2,2) profiles are more

comparable, but still their relative intensities differ between the

wings and the line centers. Since the aQ(6,6) and perhaps even the

aQ(2,2) line appears optically thick at line center, a better estimate

of the rotational temperature can be deduced from the relative strengths

of the optically-thin wings between LSR velocities of -34 and -38 km/sec.

For H
2 
densities between 10 8cm

-3
 and 10 10cm-3 , the aQ(2,2)/aR(1,1) ratio

by itself requires only that the rotational temperature, Trot is >200 K.

The zQ(6,6)/aQ(2,2) intensity ratio sets a better limit: 400 K < Trot<

700 K. Furthermore, in the limit p H <10 8 cm- 3 , the increased non-thermal
2

population of the (2,2) metastable level would not allow the aQ(6,6)/aQ(2,2)

	

j	 ratio to be as high as that observed, even at much higher temperatures.

The high ratio requires that p H >108 cm- 3 and that the (3,2) and (2,1)
2

rotational levels are also thermalized. Of course the above comparison

makes the reasonable assumption that the abundances of the ortho- and

1

4'A
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pnra- species of ammonia are equal, and that both species can be charac-

1,	 terized by the same rotational temperature.

H) l.ocat ion

To uate, all the mo t, ules detected in the infrared have been asso-

elated with the	 inner 2 aresec of	 the circumstellar envelope	 (Hall	 and

' Ridgway,	 1978).	 Moot of the ammonia can also be localized in this region

because of both	 the high	 rotational	 temperature and the high li, density.

However, a more definite assessment of the gas distribution can be made

after first	 considering the	 spatial distribution of	 the continuum source.

The first measurements to resolve the infrared continuum were the lun,'Ar

occultation observations: of Toombs of al.(1972).	 These results were	 inter-

;' preted with a simple two component model:	 an optically-thick inner shell

of diameter 0.4 aresec and temperature 600 K and an optically-thin shell

' (t ti0.2) of diameter 2 aresec and temperature 375 K. 	 Each of these dis-

crete shells was estimated to produce about	 half of	 the total	 cuntinusim

F radiation at 1000 cm 1 .	 Recent interferometric observations by Sutton

(1978), however,	 indicate that about 10% of the 900 cm-1	flux from

lRC +10216 actually comes from an unresolved (<0.2 aresec) component and
r

that	 the remaining 901A. has a Gaussian	 intensity distribution with a 1/c

Ii• diameter of x.•0.9 aresec.	 These results	 imply a ux)re continuous brazes of

^I

r, mass loss rather than discrete outbursts.	 A similar conclusion tins been

r.

I
f	 i

reached by McCarthy (1978) and Selby and Wade (1978), who have measured

the continuum distribution at a number of infrared wavelengths. 	 Further-

} more, Crabtree and Martin	 (1979) have shown in a theoretical model that

-2the Rdensity distribution expected from a constant 	 rate of mars	 loss is

also consistent with the original lunar occultatlon observations.
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To estimate the ammonia distribution, a reasonabl e first approach

might be to assume that the lines arc , Keen in absorption against all of

the 900 cm-1 continuum radiation. Unfortunately, this simple configuration

leads to severe difficulties in interpreting the optically-thick appear-

ance of the aQ(6,6) profile. The relatively weak saturation depth of this

line would imply that the vibrational temperature of the ammonia is '1-967

of the >400 K continuum brightness temperature. The upper level of the

vibrational transition cannot be thermalized at this temperature by colli-

sions, as this would require H., densities in excess of the limit imposed

by the undetected aQ(6,4) line. The radiative lifetime of the upper level

is only ti0.1 sec. Therefore, the population in the upper vibrational

level would have to be maintained by the radiation :field, which would

approach the required intensity only in the immediate vicinity of the hot

dust. However, if the ammonia were this close to the continuum source,

then the observed line profiles would be many times broader than those

observed. This is because outflowing gas over almost the entire 15 km/sec

range of projected expansion velocities would be seen in absorption

against the finite size of the continuum source. Thus, most of the am-

monia cannot be outside of the major part of the continuum source, and

the inclusion of some radiative trapping does not significantly alter

this basic conclusion. This interpretation is strengthened by the obser-

vation that the ti0.9 fractional intensity at the center of the aQ(6,6)

line is also the fraction of the total 900 cm-1 continuum radiation seen

outside of 0.2 aresec in the interferometer results of Sutton (1978).

90% of the observed continuum is therefore picked up from the 0.9 aresec

Gaussian continuum distribution while most of the detectable ammonia

must be within this diameter. Now, if the vibrational temperature of the

;I

f<

1

a
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ammonia were even as hot as 600 K. any optically-thick absorption lines

wo-ild be intrinsically more than 80% deep against the even hotter interior

,r	 dust or the stellar photosphere a! >1500 K.	 rho intensity ratio betwevil
1

the spatially resolved and unresolved continuum components can also be
f

used to fix the optical depth of the dust in the resolved part to be on

the order of 1, if the unresolved source can be characterized at 0, 1500 K

and the resolved part at 0, 500 K. Optical depths =l are consistent with

the observed Gaussian distribution for the resolved continuum intet.sity.

(At 119 cm-1 , important for radiative excitation of the (6,4) level, tht,

optical depth of the dust should be negligible.)

Although most of the ,immonia is interior to a large part of the dint

responsible for the 400 cm -1 continuum radiation, it is still probably

associated with the region of dust formation. This in because radiation

pressure on dust grains is expected to drive the gas to the observed

expansion velocity, and no ammonia is Keen at H 1 densities -1010cIr.

The narrowness of the profiles also requires that the molecules in the

observed levels not be tov close to the unresolved (<0.2 aresec) component

To some extent, this happens naturally, as molecules closer to the star

will be hotter and distributed over a larger number of energy levels.

+

	

	 Preliminary calculations also indicate that, for such narrow lines, the

ammonia abundance should at first increase with increasing distance from

the central source, as would be the case if the relative NH 3 abundance

j

	

	 were in equilibrium with the grain temperature and not fixed at the

photospheric value.

Fiaally, because the (2,2) and (1,1) rotational levels will have

I	 larger populations at low temperatures <200 K. the additional absorption
I(

seen in theae lines below the 0.9 intensity level can be attributed to

I

F
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optically-thin NH 3 far outside the warm du"t producing the 1400 cm-^

coutint .um . In this respect it is interestiat to note the constancy of the

expansion velocity in the asymmetric profile of the aQ(2,2) line. Most

of the ammonia within the central 1 aresec of IRC +10216 is observed at

r^

0

'.1

1

i

1

expansion velocities t etween 11 and 15 km/sec, the same- range as other

molecules found in the much larger "radio" envelope (Morris, 1975). Molt

of the acceleration in mass loss thus occurs within a few stellar radii.

The remarkably low velocity dispersion seen in these lines (only a ft,w

times more than the thermal velocity of NH 3 at 600 K) is in good agree-

ment with the turbulence estimate derived by Geballe et al. (1973) based

on observations of itfrared e.0 lines. A good measurement of this turbu-

lence is important for accurate modeling of the radiative transfer and

cooling effects of various microwave and infrared emission lines.

C) Column Density

After the uncertainties in rotational temperature, hydrogen density,

ar.d the possible saturation of the aQ(2,2) line are taken irto account,

the radial column density of ammonia can be estimated at 1 x 10
17 
cm

y
from the equivalent widths of the aR(1,1) and aQ(2,2) ltnes, and the

band intensity given by Taylor (1974). This estimate is uncertain by a

frctor of 2, and it assumes that only 10% of the observed continuum radia-

tion is emitted behind the ammonia.

The ammonia column density of 10 1 cm ` anti the approximate it volume

density of ti10 8cm- 3 at a radius of ti1015cm from the star can be used to

-2
get a rough estimate of the H2 column density of ti10

"4
` cm	 and a NH3

fractional abundance of -.10- 7. This fraction is higher than the photo-

spheric ratio calculated by Tsuji (1964) for a 1000 K supergiant, and

mny be further evidence that the ammonia abundance evolves after ejection

1 n

0
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from the pi ►btosphere. The H., column density implies that the miss of
a

th.	 Ircumstellar envelope within a I iresec radius is ahotit 0.1 solar

tAsdes, an estimate which is independent of anv assumed abundance ratios.

It would he useful to compare the relative abundances of 
14H  

and CO.

since the formation of both molecule; is relativel y insensitive to the

.,mount of carbon lot+t to grains. However. any realistic comparison

would require a better understanding of the radial distribution of t',t,

a study which may also be possible with infrared heterodyne techniques.

This research was supported to parr by NASA Crantti NCR 05-003-45

and NOL 05-007-272. We are grateful to A.C. Cheung and C.N. Townes for

helpful discussions. L.C. Sutton and W. Fitulson for technical assistance,

and the staff of mitt Peak National Observatory for their continued

hospitality.
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Fi;ure 1 Caption

Spectra of three 
14

NH 3 lines in the 
N'2 

band: aR(l,l) at

971.8822 cm 1 , aQ(2,2) at 931.3334 cm 1 , and aQ(6,6) at 927.3232 cm -

The Doppler shifts of these lines are plotted relative to the local

standard of rest (LSR). LSR velocities may be converted to heliocentric

values by the relation: V  ° VLSR + 7.12 km/sec. The circumstellar

expansion velocity is determined by ta.ing the tntr.c.:ic stellar veloc-

ity as -26 '- 1 km/sec (Kuiper et al. 1976). The observed intensities

are expressed relative to the continuum level, and error bars are illus-

trated for 2 standard deviations.	 I
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